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Welcome!

Hull Museums and The Ferens Art Gallery are a wonderland
of amazing objects and artworks from pre-history to the
present day. Our doors may be closed this December but
we’ve still got loads of festive family fun, all inspired by
our fabulous collections.
This book is packed with creative ideas to keep you busy on
cold winter days. Check out our social media every day in
December for advent calendar treats too!

brought to you by:

keepHull_museums
in touch
hullFerens
Hull museums
Hull_museums
ferensartgallery
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MAKE A POLAR BEAR

POLAR BEAR FACTS

This small polar bear lives at Hull Maritime Museum,
he was carved from walrus tusk by an Inuit person
living in the Arctic Circle.

POLAR BEARS ARE
MARINE MAMMALS

Because they spend most of their lives on
the sea ice of the Arctic Ocean, depending
on the ocean for their food and habitat,
polar bears are the only bears to be classed
as marine mammals.

Draw your own polar bear here…

POLAR BEARS CAN SWIM
FOR DAYS AT A TIME

Polar bears can reach speeds of up to 6mph in
the water and can swim for long distances to
get from one piece of ice to another. They use
their large paws to paddle while holding their
back legs flat like a rudder.

If you have materials at home, you can
make one too. Here are some ideas…

Modelling clay
Use our picture as
inspiration to make
a 3D model.
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, GLUE STICK
CARD
AND COTTON WOOL

Draw and cut out a polar bear
shape, stick on cotton wool fur
and a black card eye.

POLAR BEARS ARE
ACTUALLY BLACK, NOT WHITE

Polar bear fur has no colour, and only appears
white because it reflects light. Underneath all
that thick fur, their skin is jet black.

POLAR BEARS CAN SMELL THEIR
DINNER UP TO A KILOMETER AWAY
Polar bears use their super sense of smell to
find seal breathing holes in the ice and wait
patiently until they come up for air. They
can even sense a seal in the water beneath a
metre of ice.

MALE POLAR BEARS CAN WEIGH AS
MUCH AS 10 ADULT HUMANS

Male polar bears can weigh up to 800kg and
are twice the size of females. They can also
measure up to 3 metres long, making them the
largest land carnivore in the world.

pretty impressive!
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SKATING PATTERNS

disonattthroyme!
th

Over 100 years ago, people in Hull also enjoyed ice
skating - but on frozen ponds! The early sport of
figure skating involved
in which skaters carefully traced circular patterns
on the ice, demonstrating skill and poise.

compulsory figures

make a lantern
1. Fold a sheet of coloured
paper longwise.

2. Use a ruler to draw a line
along the top open edge.

complete the patterns using symmetry!

place ruler on
open edge
3. Cut lines vertical from the fold up
until the line (it might help to
draw them first.)

draw a line
using ruler
width

4. Open out the paper
and use a glue stick along the right
hand edge of the lantern.

1.5cm wide

cut up to
the drawn line

DID YOU KNOW?

Original ice skates were made from
animal bones? Dating back to 3000BC,
skates are the oldest human powered
means of transport!
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medieval horse bone
skate found in beverley!

skating on pearson
park pond
use a paper
strip as
a handle

g lue the
highlighted
area
5. Roll your lantern
into a cylinder.
Glue a handle
on using paper.
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junior open exhibition

Did you know…. Every year, the Ferens Art Gallery holds an exhibition of
children’s artwork?
The Ferens Junior Open Exhibition is free and anyone aged 0 – 15 can enter.
You can enter artwork about anything, it just has to be on flat card or
paper and made by you. As we couldn’t have a Junior Open for 2020, we’ll
be showcasing some of your creations online in January. Keep an eye on our
social media for further details.
Why not get started on your entry now! Here are some ideas to get
you started.

plan your masterpiece below!
me,amnydseilf
hands
face
s pace

YOU WILL NEED:

POLYSTYRENE BALL or
flat card circle
TISSUE PAPER
SCISSORS
GLUE STICK
DRAWING PIn or stapler
RIBBON

key workers

1. Cut tissue paper into

small pieces and glue onto a
polystyrene ball or flat card
circle with a
glue stick.

2. Add glitter, tissue

paper shapes and ribbon
to decorate.

3. Make a loop of ribbon.

io nside/
utside

Attach it to the top with
a drawing pin or stapler to
make a hanger.

Art of N

mystery item

ature
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beautiful baubles

peaceful places

can you guess what this is?
Turn the page to find out…
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mystery i tem

Three Men’s Morris or merels;

It’s a board game! This game is called
a simple, quick-fire game like Noughts and Crosses.

The aim of the game was to get three counters in a line. Board games were popular in the
medieval period. Specially-made boards of wood, bone and ivory have been discovered,
but games could be played using only a rough grid scratched in the ground or on a
recycled object. ‘Merels’ seems to have been the most popular game throughout the
period, even being found scratched into church pews!
This board has been made from a recycled “bread peel”, a spatula used to remove bread
from the oven. It was found at Eastgate in Beverley and is over 700 years old.

HAVE A GO!

RULES

Each player has three pieces.
Starting with an empty board, each player takes turns placing
their pieces on the empty points, aiming to get three in a line.
If there is no winner once all pieces have been placed, play
continues by moving your piece to any empty
place with each turn.
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Just find someone to play with and three
things to use as playing pieces for each person.
Use this board or make a bigger one yourself.

goal
the winner is the first player

to align their three pieces on a
line drawn on the board.
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20 minute song

Ubu Roi (pictured) are a semi-acoustic music duo from
Hull who also form two thirds of garage punk band The
Evil Litter. Both bands stick to the same strict twenty
minute writing rule as a way of keeping their songs
energetic! Can you write a song in 20 minutes?

top stress-free songwriting tips from lead
singer and songwriter claire scott:

LYRICS

Find an image that you like
(for whatever reason)
Write down as many words, phrases and
feelings that the image makes you feel.
Develop these into sentences.
Ask yourself - Does one or more stand out?
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Listen out for a drone to underpin
the key. This could be central heating,
traffic, bird song, a pan boiling, wind etc.
Play around with different melodies that
can work harmonically around that drone.

Might this be a chorus?

Use a free guitar tuner app on your
phone (or similar) if you don’t play any
instruments, as that will allow you to
establish what notes you singing.

Can you use pause or draw out the delivery
of a word or vowel sound?

Tap out the beat with your foot to make
sure you are staying in time.

Once you are happy with it, don’t over
work it - simplicity can be the key.

If you are not great at time keeping
there are also free metronome apps
to download online.

Could they repeat?

artist name:
my song name:
my song is inspired by:

melody

Ask yourself, “Can I do less?”
“What can I leave out?”
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make a pomander

make a sleigh

Pomanders were used in medieval times to protect
people from illness – it was believed their smell could
prevent disease. By the 18th Century, clove studded
orange pomanders became a symbol of good health
at Christmas, filling homes with fragrance.

Lady Chesterfield’s sleigh was used by
the Nunburnholme family on their country estate near
Pocklington, East Yorkshire. The main body is shaped
like a unicorn with a seat, and painted silver and gold.
It would be pulled by one horse and carried a single
passenger with the driver sitting on the small rear seat.

copy or cut out the below
template to make your own!
cut the solid
outlines
and fold the
dotted lines

1. Take your orange and
place a large piece of
ribbon underneath in the
middle then lift both ends of
the ribbon up in the air.

2. Wrap the two ends of the
ribbon over and under each
other like you’re tying a
shoelace. Pull the piece of
ribbon tight then make a
double knot.

3. Turn the orange over
and wrap the remaining
length of ribbon around
the orange and lift the
ends in the air.

4. Tie the ribbon with a
double knot and bow.

5. Poke holes in the orange
to make a pattern.

6. Gently push cloves
into the holes.

trim tabs
if needed

colour in your
sleigh and decorate
with glitter!
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YOU WILL NEED:

orange ribbon
cocktail stick cloves
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snowy days

dark winter nights

This painting by Rudolf Helmut Sauter (1895–1977)
is called
. It is part
of the Ferens Art Gallery collection.

Inspired by the lights and lamps in the museum
collection, designer Joe Cox’s illustrations reflect on
light in the dark of winter. We hope this encourages
others to focus on positives in what’s been a year
like no other.

Somewhere in England

draw your own snowy
landscape below!

colour in the lights and lamps!

share your
masterpiece with us!

pricket candlestick

The earliest form of iron candlestick had a
‘pricket’ (an upright spike) on the top for
impaling a candle. This one was found during
an excavation on Blackfriargate in Hull.

low country light

This candleholder was found at Ella Street in
Hull and dates to the 15th century. It was made
in the Low Countries - the region now
including the Netherlands and Belgium.
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DIGITAL
DECEMBER

doily angel decoration
YOU WILL NEED:

2 doilies bead
stapler glue stick
string glitter
sequins
1. Foil a doily in half
for the wings.

2. Use another doily to
make a cone for the body.
Staple in place at the back.

Get involved…

3. Make a knot at the
end of your string.

Discover artist’s advent treats inspired by Hull Museums and Ferens collections
on our social media channels. From digital paintings to stories and songs, Hull’s
creative community are busy in their studios…
Don’t forget, you can share your creations with us too #DigitalDecember
And for the little ones, join The Herd Theatre for exciting live Zoom sessions for
under 5’s on 5th and 12th December. Sessions are Free – check Hull Museums
facebook for details.

4. Push string through the
hole at the top of the cone.
The knot will hold it in
place inside.
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5. Thread a bead on the top
of the string. Use the spare
string to create a loop to
hang the angel from.

6. Staple the wings to the
back of your cone. Decorate
with glitter and sequins!

Wishing you all a Happy Holiday, from all at Hull
Museums and the Ferens Art Gallery.

See you in the New year!
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designed by lydia caprani
www.lydiacaprani.com
lydiacapri
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